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Abstract

Different aspects of language processing have been shown to be sensitive to priming but the findings of studies examining priming effects in adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Developmental Language Disorder (DLD) have been inconclusive. We present a study analysing visual and implicit semantic priming in adolescents with ASD and DLD. Based on a dataset of fictional and script-like narratives, we evaluate how often and how extensively, content of two different priming sources is used by the participants. The first priming source was visual, consisting of images shown to the participants to assist them with their storytelling. The second priming source originated from commonsense knowledge, using crowdsourced data containing prototypical script elements. Our results show that individuals with ASD are less sensitive to both types of priming, but show typical usage of primed cues when they use them at all. In contrast, children with DLD show mostly average priming sensitivity, but exhibit an over-proportional use of the priming cues.

1 Introduction

This study compares the effects of priming on the narratives of adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorder with those of adolescents with Developmental Language Disorders. Priming occurs when exposure to one stimulus influences the response to a subsequent stimulus. This is an unconscious process whereby an association is activated in memory just before a new stimulus is seen or a task is introduced and is thought to play an important role in facilitating language fluency (MacDonald, 2013), implicit language learning (Dell and Chang, 2014), and in conversation and social interaction (e.g. Bresnan et al., 2007). Different aspects of language processing have been shown to be sensitive to priming (KIDD, 2012; Rämä et al., 2013) but whilst studies have typically examined priming effects in children (Foltz et al., 2015; Goldwater et al., 2011), there is a paucity of literature comparing priming effects in adolescents with ASD with those of adolescents with DLD.

Both ASD and DLD are communication disorders, with individuals in these clinical groups often having overlapping language phenotypes (Tomblin, 2011). However, it is unclear whether or not the language difficulties they exhibit have the same or different underlying aetiology (Manolitsi and Botting, 2011). ASD is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterised by impairments in social interaction, verbal and nonverbal communication and restricted and repetitive behaviours (APA, 2013). DLDs affect about 7.5% of children during their first year of school (Norbury and Bishop, 2003; Tomblin, 2011), and are associated with different language difficulties (e.g phonology, semantics and syntax). These impairments can be receptive, expressive or mixed (APA, 2013) and are likely to persist into adolescence and young adulthood (Conti-Ramsden and Botting, 1999; Dockrell et al., 2007).

Research has shown that both individuals with ASD and those with DLD produce narratives that are impoverished in comparison to their typically developing peers, displaying difficulties in both macrostructure and microstructure (Wetherell et al., 2007; Rezzonico et al., 2015; King et al., 2013, 2014). Studies comparing narratives of children from these two clinical groups have found few differences in structural language, evaluation and pragmatic measures (Norbury and Bishop, 2003; Manolitsi and Botting, 2011; Frazier Norbury et al., 2013). As yet, it is not clear if this is because both
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1The first and third authors conducted this research independently, this paper is not related to their current affiliations.

2Following recent recommendations (Bishop et al., 2016, 2017), the term Developmental Language Disorders has been adopted and used throughout in this paper.
groups have the same underlying language difficulties, or if there are diagnostic specific factors affecting their narrative production.

Narrative difficulties of individuals with ASD may be explained, in part, by the information processing theory of weak central coherence. This theory proposes that something within the typical cognitive system derives meaning by relating incoming information to global context (Frith, 1989; Happe and Frith, 2006). Frith argued that individuals with ASD display differences to neurotypicals in this aspect of information processing, resulting in a tendency to focus on details at the expense of the whole. It is possible that the ability to make use of context to infer meaning is related to priming effects in language. If this is so, then we would expect individuals with ASD to display differences in priming compared to both their typically developing peers and the DLD group which would be reflected in their narrative language.

There is clearly a need for further research in this area and, to date, we can find none that compares priming effects in individuals with an ASD or DLD. We believe this to be an important area to explore for a number of reasons. A better understanding of the specific areas of difficulty experienced by both these clinical groups in not only structural, but also other forms of priming would inform the planning of appropriate intervention and support. Furthermore, if differences in priming are found between the two groups, this may give some indication as to whether or not the language difficulties they exhibit arise from the same or different underlying aetiology. Moreover, if individuals with ASD, but not those with DLD, display difficulties in priming, this may offer support for the theory of weak central coherence as an explanation for autism. In this study, none of the groups showed a significant cumulative priming effect.

Our investigation of priming effects required suitable raw data together with either extensive manual annotation or adequate computational methods. We decided to apply methods from the field of computational stylometry, which is concerned with the analysis of (written or transcribed) text and how it reveals information about the person who has produced this (Daelemans, 2013).

For DLD, there are virtually no approaches to automated analyses: Gabani et al. (2009, 2011) detected language impairment in Spanish texts, with a focus on the classification task itself rather than on stylometric analyses of explaining features.

There are, however, some studies where language difficulties typical in ASD have been subject to automated analysis. Most approaches have tried to automatically classify texts by individuals with ASD: Prud’hommeaux et al. (2011) built an auto-

2 Related Work

To date, research into priming effects on the language of individuals with either ASD or DLD, has primarily focused on structural or syntactic priming. The findings are inconclusive, but suggest that both these groups exhibit less ability to benefit from priming cues than typically developing children (Kamio et al., 2007). Mottron et al. (2001) have shown that individuals with ASD benefit more from phonological cues than semantic cues. Evidence from fMRI scans also suggests that the performance of individuals may depend on perceptual rather than semantic processing (Gaffrey et al., 2007). Hala et al. (2007) showed that for children with ASD, priming cues are rarely sufficient to change previously triggered meanings of homographs.

Studies of priming in individuals with DLD are similarly inconclusive. Miller and Deevy (2006) found that children with DLD displayed similar syntactic priming effects as typically developing children. However, another study using a structural priming paradigm (Garraffa et al., 2015) suggests that children with DLD show a smaller cumulative priming effect. Garraffa et al. (2018) later concluded that children with DLD exhibit patterns of syntactic priming effects which are consistent with an impairment in implicit learning mechanisms. In this experiment, none of the groups showed a significant cumulative priming effect.

Our investigation of priming effects required suitable raw data together with either extensive manual annotation or adequate computational methods. We decided to apply methods from the field of computational stylometry, which is concerned with the analysis of (written or transcribed) text and how it reveals information about the person who has produced this (Daelemans, 2013).

This paper is structured as follows: After a review of related work (Sec. 2), we describe the dataset (Sec. 3) underlying our experiments (Sec. 4). After a discussion of the results (Sec. 5) we conclude with a short summary and suggestions for future research (Sec. 6).
mated classifier for sentences uttered by very young children (6-7 years old), distinguishing between an ASD group and two comparison groups (one with children with a language impairment, one with typically developing children). The authors themselves note some drawbacks of their underlying dataset, in particular that some children in the ASD group were also classified as language-impaired. Consequently, it was not possible to demonstrate a clear distinction between the groups.

In two follow-up studies (Rouhizadeh et al., 2013, 2015), the authors analysed whole narratives (retellings) of children (mean age 6.4) with ASD compared to a typically developing comparison group. The texts from the comparison group and some crowdsourced retellings from typically developing adults served as a basis for determining unusualness. We adopted parts of this idea and, in our study, collected data via crowdsourcing and matched it to the narratives under research. In our case, the collected data does not consist of whole narratives, but rather abstract prototypical facts. Beyond the classification approaches, De Bruyne et al. (2018) present a detailed feature analysis of Dutch texts by adolescents with ASD, identifying shallow and deep features that indicate ASD-related difficulties. Our own work (Regneri and King, 2015, 2016) also reports different shallow and discourse-based analyses of stories by children with ASD, compared to two control groups. We have used the same data source and have taken these analyses a step further. Moving beyond text-based analyses, we have targeted contextual priming effects. In addition to examining language typical for ASD, we have extended the dataset and also evaluated texts by adolescents with DLD.

3 Datasets

Our analysis was based on datasets by King et al. (2013, 2014) and by King and Palikara (2018a). The corpus contains transcripts of two types of stories: fictional stories and stories we call event narratives which describe common scenarios. Following is a description of the participant groups, the two story types and a short summary of the whole corpus.

3.1 Participants and Experimental Setup

The first cohort of participants comprised three groups: 27 high functioning adolescents with ASD (11 to 14 years old), one comparison group of 27 adolescents matched with the ASD group on chronological age and nonverbal ability (“age-matched” peers, AM), and a second comparison group of 27 adolescents (7 to 14 years old), who were individually matched with the ASD group on a measure of expressive language (Recalling Sentences subtest of the CELF IV (Semel et al., 2006)) and on nonverbal ability (“language-matched” peers, LM). All groups had average scores on non-verbal and verbal measures, as measured by the Matrices test of the BAS II (Elliot et al., 1996) and the BPVS II (Dunn and Dunn, 1997). There were no significant differences between the groups in measures of non-verbal ability, verbal ability or expressive language. The average age difference between the language-matched comparison group and the two other groups was 17 months. This dataset was extended by King and Palikara (2018b) with data from 25 adolescents with DLD, who were matched to the ASD group by age and non-verbal but not verbal ability. Children with Developmental Language Disorder often experience vocabulary difficulties and delays when compared to their typically developing peers (Gray et al., 1999; Rice et al., 2010; Rice and Hoffman, 2015). The profile of the children with DLD in this study on the BPVS is very much in line with that reported by other studies in the field, highlighting the deficits these children experience in receptive vocabulary when compared to other groups of children. See Table 1 for some basic characteristics of the three groups.

For data collection, each participant generated two fictional narratives and 12 different event narratives. The participants constructed these narratives following different prompts, accompanied with a supporting picture. In the experimental setup, fictional and event narratives were elicited in turn, with 6 event narratives followed by a fictional narrative. In our experiments, we used both the accompanying images and the script-like event scenarios as priming sources. The Appendix shows the instructions given to the participants, examples from the story collection and the image stimuli.

3.2 Fictional Narratives

For the fictional dataset, King et al. (2014) presented participants in all four groups with the following two story stems, along with a drawing, and asked them to continue the narrative:

1. The “forest” story: The boy ran into the forest.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>ASD</th>
<th>DLD</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>12.44</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>12.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>(0.96)</td>
<td>(1.56)</td>
<td>(2.96)</td>
<td>(0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPVS II score</td>
<td>104.50</td>
<td>75.19</td>
<td>110.93</td>
<td>107.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>(20.97)</td>
<td>(12.77)</td>
<td>(13.22)</td>
<td>(15.36)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mean age and test scores of ASD, DLD, Language Match (LM) and Age Match Group (AM). Standard deviation (SD) is shown in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>words / text</th>
<th>GEN</th>
<th>SEN</th>
<th>FIC</th>
<th>words / utterance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLD</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Text and utterance length of all narratives, by comparison group and narrative types.

*He looked ahead of him and saw a little green man in a spaceship.*

2. The “mountain” story: *When the girl climbed up the mountain, she saw, hidden among the trees, a little wooden house covered in snow.*

King et al. (2014) recorded the stories, transcribed, manually coded and scored them according to the Narrative Scoring Scheme (Stein and Albro, 1997).

### 3.3 Event Narratives

The corpus of event narratives (King et al., 2013) contains transcripts of short stories, describing one of 6 everyday scenarios each: SPENDING FREE TIME, BEING ANGRY WITH SOMEBODY, GOING ON HOLIDAYS, HAVING A BIRTHDAY, HALLOWEEN and BEING SCARED.

Every participant told two narratives for each of the scenarios: first a specific narrative (SEN) about a particular instance (answering a prompt like “Can you tell me about a time when you went on holiday?”), and second a general narrative (GEN) that contains a script-like prototypical scenario description (“What usually happens when someone goes on holiday?”). Overall, the set contains 1272 narratives (2 × 6 stories per participant).

Table 2 presents basic statistics for the whole corpus. The figures distinguish the participant groups and additionally the fictional (FIC) narratives from the general (GEN) and specific (SEN) event narratives. The narratives from the ASD and the DLD group were, in general, shorter than those of the comparison groups, both with respect to the overall story length and the mean length of utterance.

### 3.4 Contextual and Visual Priming

The dataset allowed us to differentiate between issues of language development and ASD-specific difficulties, because it has two control groups matched accordingly. Content-wise, the stories enable research on specific priming effects in ASD and DLD, namely image-based priming, cued by visual situational context, and script-based priming, reflecting the influence of prototypical structures. Our study evaluated whether and how often both types of content appear in the narratives.

As a source for image-based priming, the corpus contains pictures used to support the adolescents’ story telling. Our second source for priming was scripts: Scripts (Schank and Abelson, 1977) are pieces of commonsense knowledge describing everyday scenarios (e.g. going to a restaurant). They contain events (ordering, eating,...) and their participants (food, waiter,...). Script-based priming means that a prototypical event representation is evoked and influences the story contents. To investigate related priming effects, we studied how much prototypical content is reflected in the adolescents’ (specific) event narratives, and then related this to their overall ability to describe the prototypical scenarios (in the general event narratives).

### 4 Priming Experiments

We examined scripts and images as two different priming sources, and analysed the influence of these different contextual cues in narrations by adolescents with ASD, DLD and neurotypical developing peers. We thus distinguished the priming mechanisms that reflect the developmental stage of language competency (by comparing the language-matched group with the ASD group), fundamental differences in language development (comparing the DLD group with the other groups) or typical traits of individuals with ASD.

We will first present our definition of priming and the goals of our experiments (4.1). After describing how we crowdsourced textual representations of the different priming stimuli (4.2) and which measures we used to relate them to the narratives (4.3), we outline the results (4.4)
4.1 Priming from Images and Scripts

Our experiments evaluated different aspects of priming. We used priming in a slightly unusual sense here, referring to the reflection of cues in the generation of narratives. The cues we examined were both nonlinguistic cues, originating from two different types of context.

4.1.1 Visual priming from images

We defined visual priming as the extent to which an image-based cue is reflected in a narrative that does not describe the image itself. In this study, participants were presented with pictures to support the construction of their narratives, but these might or might not be used for this purpose. Our focus was to evaluate to what degree this visual context affected the narratives produced by each group. We hypothesised that if the narratives of a specific group contained a large proportion of references to the image, this would indicate a heavy reliance on the picture as support. This suggests that they may be experiencing difficulties in constructing narratives independently and may indicate the presence of a developmental language disorder. On the other hand, if very little or no visual context is verbalised, we can infer that participants are having difficulties either processing or applying information from the images. It is of course also possible, that they simply choose not to use this information.

4.1.2 Contextual priming from scripts

Contextual priming is what we find if a certain situational context is evoked by a story scenario, and different aspects of this context are evident in the narrative. This is related to both the linguistic theory of scripts, and the linguistic and socio-psychological theories of framing and frame semantics (Fillmore, 1976; Goffman, 1979). Using common sense scenarios as priming sources means that we do not evaluate the effects of specific cues (like images). What we did instead was to measure how easily such a prototypical context is evoked, and how much of the narrative content is derived directly from this context.

Our hypotheses are the same as they are for visual priming. Narratives that show a high proportion of script-based context indicate the ability to evoke the respective script, but also point to potential deficits in thinking of narrative elements outside the primed scenario. Alternatively, should the narratives of one of the clinical groups show no use of script-based context, this would suggest difficulties in the application of shared common-sense knowledge, a feature associated with ASD.

4.2 Experimental Priming Data

We needed additional data to examine the two different types of priming: For image-based priming, we collected descriptions of the images shown together with the story prompt. In order to compare this with script-based priming, we also collected entities prototypically associated with the given scenarios. Previous research has argued that script data is hard to obtain from standard texts or word embeddings (Regneri et al., 2010), so we decided to use crowdsourcing for both types of data.

Using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), we set up two separate experiments. We collected Image descriptions by presenting the drawings and asking participants for one-word descriptions of the images’ contents, encouraging them to name visible entities as well as associated events or moods. For each image, we asked 10 distinct turkers to provide at least 2 and at most 10 words. The participants did not see any verbal description of the picture.

In a similar fashion, we also crowdsourced prototypical script data: For each scenario (both fictional and event-based), we asked which things, people or actions the turkers would typically expect when the given event occurs. We explicitly noted that some scenarios might be fictional and advised the participants to name things they would expect in a story featuring the given scenario. The images were not shown to the participants.

After manually filtering out obvious fraughts, incomprehensible inputs and inputs neglecting the task (15% overall), we aggregated the data and kept all descriptions that occurred at least twice. We have provided the collected data and the image stimuli in the appendix and as supplementary data.

Table 3 contains some basic figures on the preprocessed data, including the number of words retained for both tasks and the overlap of both lemma sets (as Jaccard score). The overlap between image-based data and script data indicates prototypicalness: scenarios represented by a more concise inventory of entities show a higher overlap between descriptions derived from pictures and from commonsense scenarios.

4.3 Measures

After obtaining textual representations of the priming cues, we related these to our narratives. Technically, we measured the overlap of the AMT data
Table 3: Statistics on crowdsourced priming data, showing the number of words for the two experiments and their overlap measured as Jaccard index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Script</th>
<th>Jaccard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOREST</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTAIN</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE TIME</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE SCARED</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDAY</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLIDAY</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLOWEEN</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE ANGRY</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with the story vocabulary. Considered in isolation, a low overlap is not indicative, because various reasons could explain the absence of crowdsourced vocabulary in the stories (differences in task, age, nationalities, and so on). We did assume, however, that comparing the presence of such vocabulary can positively indicate whether or not the participants do incorporate extra-linguistic context into their stories, and how the groups differ in doing so.

We measured two types of overlap: first we counted how many stories contained any of the primed expressions at all (stories primed):

\[
\text{stories}_{pr} = \frac{|\{\text{stories w. AMT vocabulary}\}|}{|\{\text{all stories}\}|}
\]

While this indicated the general prevalence of priming in the participants, we also evaluated the usage of priming-based vocabulary, measuring how many content words of a story \(s\) consisted of priming-based data (vocab primed) as follows:

\[
\text{vocab}_{pr}(s) = \frac{|\{\text{content words in } s \cap \text{ AMT data}\}|}{|\{\text{all content words in } s\}|}
\]

We defined content words to be all nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs, according to POS tagging with CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014). The extreme cases are that either no content word has a priming source (vocab\(_{pr}(s) = 0\)), or that there is no word without a priming source (vocab\(_{pr}(s) = 1\), e.g. two words describing the picture). For our evaluation, we calculate \(\otimes\)vocab\(_{pr}\) as the average primed vocabulary over all stories \(s\).

Differences in priming effects between the groups were examined using a \(\chi^2\)-test for stories\(_{pr}\) and an independent samples \(t\) test for vocab\(_{pr}\). As the analysis of the scores necessitated the use of multiple tests, in order to control for a type I error, we adopted a more stringent \(\alpha\)-level, \(p < 0.01\).

Table 4: Overall proportion of stories primed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulus type</th>
<th>ASD</th>
<th>DLD</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scripts</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The percentage of stories with image-based content and the average proportion of priming-based vocabulary per story, divided by story type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>stories(_{pr})</th>
<th>(\otimes)vocab(_{pr}) (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.09 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEN</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.05 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.07 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLD</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.09 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEN</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.07 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.08 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.09 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEN</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.05 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.07 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.08 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEN</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.05 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.06 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Results

Table 4 displays the overall results for the script-based and the image-based experiment, indicating the proportion of stories primed. Overall, the ASD group exhibited the lowest priming effects. In the image-based experiment, both the ASD and the DLD groups differ significantly from the two control groups, but not from each other. For the script-based condition, the ASD group narrates significantly fewer primed stories than the language-matched group and notably fewer than the age-matched group \(p < 0.02\), while the other three groups show no significant difference in this scenario. While it seems that the ASD and the DLD groups only differ for script-based priming, a more detailed examination of the data allows for a more informative differentiation.

4.5 Image-based Priming

Table 5 distinguishes the story types and additionally shows the proportion of primed vocabulary. In their fictional stories, the ASD group displayed a significantly lower proportion of primed stories than the other groups, while the proportion of priming based vocabulary does not differ from the control groups. The average use of priming based vocabulary \(\otimes\)vocab\(_{pr}\) was higher in the DLD group \(p < 0.05\), but there were no significant differences between any of the other groups. Note that
the proportion of vocabulary also includes stories without any primed content, so this figure implicitly reflects the proportion of primed stories.

As expected, we find less primed vocabulary in the event narratives: Firstly, the fictional story pictures contained some elements mentioned by nearly all participants (like the alien), showing that the adolescents took this picture as a starting point rather than an optional support. Secondly, the specific event narratives contained stories from the participants’ personal histories, for which we expected a smaller priming effect. Most groups indeed distinguished clearly between general and specific narratives. While the stories as a whole contained prototypical concepts in both cases, the proportion of vocabulary originating from priming sources showed an interesting trend: the general narratives contained a similar amount of vocabulary from priming sources in all groups and the specific narratives for the DLD group contained a larger amount than those of all other groups (the difference between GEN and SEN is not significant, while it is significant for all other groups).

These more detailed figures present a different perspective on the number of stories primed: While the average number primed was very similar in both the ASD and the DLD groups and much lower than in the control groups, the ASD group showed a clear distinction between general and specific narratives, and a lower priming sensitivity on average. The DLD group had the same priming sensitivity for the fictional stories we find for the AM and the LM groups, but showed comparable priming effects for specific and general contexts.

As far as the proportion of primed vocabulary is concerned, additional invention of vocabulary (concepts not shown in the picture) for the specific narratives is triggered for the ASD, AM and LM groups but not the DLD group. While on average, the ASD group used priming-based vocabulary in fewer cases than all other groups, the vocabulary was used in an unmarked way if used at all. The DLD group, however, while showing a typical frequency of priming effects, built their specific stories more on the primed concepts than the other groups. For the general event narratives, the DLD group shows less priming sensitivity than any other group, underlining the unusual similarity of the two event variants (GEN and SEN).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>% stories</th>
<th>vocab (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.11 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEN</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.05 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.05 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLD</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.11 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEN</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.08 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.05 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.10 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEN</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.06 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.04 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.09 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEN</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.05 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.04 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The percentage of stories with script-based content and the average proportion of priming-based vocabulary per story, divided by story type.

4.6 Script-based Priming

Table 6 summarises the results for script-based priming. None of the groups differed significantly in the fictional stories. This was to some degree expected: while there are some prototypical associations with “alien scenarios” of “snowy secluded mountain scenarios”, these fictional contexts do not give rise to actual scripts in the sense of prototypical everyday actions. In the event narratives, the average proportion of stories containing contextually primed content was significantly lower in the ASD group than in both of the comparison groups (LM $p < 0.01$, AM $p < 0.05$), while the DLD group does not differ significantly from any group.

Similar to the image-based experiment, both the use of script-based vocabulary and the distinction between the general and specific narratives seems to be related to language competency rather than to ASD (cf. Table 6): While all other groups showed significant differences between general and specific narratives ($p < 0.01$), the DLD group showed the least ($p = 0.02$). Comparing the proportions of vocabulary used, the DLD group showed a higher proportion of priming-based vocabulary than the two comparison groups both on average and in the specific event setting ($p < 0.01$).

Both the percentage of narratives with primed content and the proportion of vocabulary from priming cues was, in general, higher for script-based priming, even in the fictional narratives. For event narratives, this is due to the nature of general narratives, which contain a prototypical scenario description and thus reflect exactly what we used as priming cues. Relating them to the crowdsourced data analyzes, therefore, not actual priming but
rather an alignment with concepts from the same scenario. Script-based priming is reflected better in the specific narratives, which contain personal narrations of individual events. Here the average priming level resembles the image-based priming results.

5 Results and Discussion

In this section, we interpret our results and review to what extent they answer open questions about priming in adolescents with ASD and with DLD.

5.1 Priming effects in ASD and DLD

We compared script-based and visual priming, and the results show notable differences between the groups. On average, the ASD group uses priming cues less frequently than all other groups. This is particularly evident for script-based priming, where the ASD group shows fewer average priming effects than both of the comparison groups, in contrast to the DLD group whose intermediate priming frequency does not differ significantly from any other group (cf. Table 4).

These results indicate either a lack of, or an inability to apply, script-based abstract knowledge, as a typical trait of the ASD group. As it is not evident in either the language-matched group or the group with manifested language development disorder, the script-related phenomena are independent of language ability. Our data suggests that the ASD group can probably access the scripts per se - this is supported by their unmarked priming sensitivity for general narratives. However, they relate their personal stories to the underlying script less frequently than the other groups, which suggests an inability to connect specific content to a broader context. At the same time, the partially low priming sensitivity of the DLD group might simply be a correlate of smaller or atypical vocabulary.

With regard to the extent of which cue-based concepts are used, participants with ASD do not differ from the neurotypical comparison groups: primed content is present in the same proportion of vocabulary. Further, the ASD group and the two comparison groups differentiate between general and specific event narratives in the same way, with more priming cues reflected in the former and fewer in the latter. However, unlike the ASD group, individuals with DLD show a lack of differentiation between general scenario descriptions and specific narratives. Compared to the ASD group, they use fewer priming cues in the general narratives, but they do so more often in the specific case. This means that the overall effect appears similar to the ASD group, but suggests that there may be different underlying causes. Their narratives also contain more cued content than the comparison groups.

Our findings concerning image-based priming complement previous research on language understanding: Yaneva et al. (2015) showed that adults with autism profit more than neurotypical controls from supporting images for text comprehension. In contrast, our study, found that supporting images contributed more rarely to the narrative stories of the ASD group than in all of the neurotypical groups. However, there are important differences between the studies in terms of the age of the participants and the matching of control groups. Notwithstanding, the distinction between priming for language understanding and language production remains an interesting area to explore further.

5.2 Implications and Open Questions

Our results further the understanding of the use of context in narrative construction. The ASD group makes less use of context in their narratives than all other groups. However, when they do use context, they do so in a typical manner. This is in contrast to the DLD group. While this group also uses context less frequently than the comparison groups, context use is over-proportional when they do so, especially in unexpected cases as in the narratives with personal experiences. These results support previous findings showing that children with ASD demonstrate impairment in priming, but no absolute inability to use contextual information (Henderson et al., 2011). Moreover, they lend support to the theory of weak central coherence which proposes that individuals with ASD have difficulties in processing incoming information in context for global meaning. In contrast, the DLD group shows slightly lower priming sensitivity than the comparison groups, but when they do so, their use of primed content is over-proportional, especially in the specific event narratives.

The indications are that this impairment in priming is independent of language ability and specific to ASD. The DLD group shows a different pattern of impairment, indicating a different underlying aetiology than in the ASD group. The over-proportional use of context by the DLD group might be a compensation for their difficulties in
language production.

This study delivers only some initial indicators of priming in individuals with ASD and DLD and it has a number of limitations. Firstly, this is not a classical priming study because we are examining language production rather than comprehension, and we have analysed content at the discourse-level rather than word selection or sentential structures. Given this complex task, we employed a simple pragmatic approach for initial analysis. We are aware that our results cannot give a precise account of the extent or nature of priming effects on a discourse level, but this was not the aim of the study. Rather, we targeted a comparative view of different groups, showing how explicit (visual) and implicit (script-based) cues influence the narration style of differently developing adolescents.

The evidence we have found suggests a division of these priming effects which can be either attributed to autism spectrum disorder, or developmental language disorder, or neither of these communication disorders. While this is not theory-sound proof of either attribution so far, we have developed some data-informed hypotheses as a source for new questions and further experiments.

6 Conclusion

We conclude this paper with a short summary and some suggestions for future work.

6.1 Summary

Our study evaluated visual and script-based priming effects in individuals with ASD and DLD, in comparison to neurotypical control groups. We based our analyses on a dataset containing fictional and event-based narratives of adolescents with ASD, DLD and two age-matched and language-matched comparison groups. Additionally, we crowdsourced textual representations of images and scenario descriptions as priming cues. In our experiment, we demonstrated the overlap of these representations with the narratives in our dataset and differentiated the text types for the different groups. Our findings show that, although in general less sensitive to priming cues, adolescents with ASD use these cues either not at all or in the same way as neurotypical peers. In contrast, adolescents with DLD show a typical sensitivity to priming cues in most cases, but exhibit an overproportional use of primed content.

6.2 Future Work

To the best of our knowledge, there is no preceding work showing priming effects on language production in adolescents with ASD or DLD. While we have found interesting initial results, there are still many unanswered questions. Further research is needed to test if these findings are replicable. Future work could examine other aspects of priming, in particular differences in priming in all groups between scripts and images.

Future experiments could observe participants’ attention while relating the narratives, which would give real-time indications of a priming mechanism. More data containing both different languages and offering other sources of extra-linguistic priming would help to explore the circumstances that facilitate or inhibit priming effects in individuals with ASD. With regards to priming effects in adolescents with DLD, analysing their capability to distinguish between general and specific event narratives could also be fruitful area of research.
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A Appendix: Story Corpus Excerpt

We are providing the complete story corpus as supplementary material, together with the images and the crowd-sourced language data. In this section, to give an impression of the data, we give examples from this corpus alongside the pictures and prompts presented as stimuli. These include some of the transcribed fictional narratives (King et al., 2014) and some exemplary event narratives (King et al., 2013) from each of the participating groups. The transcriptions preserve all (partially ungrammatical) artifacts of the original spontaneous speech. In some cases, the stories were interrupted by intermediary examiner prompts, which we omit for brevity. Slashes (“/”) indicate utterance boundaries. We present the instructions used to collect the original data, and include the images we evaluated as priming sources, which were shown to the subjects in the respective experimental setup. From the story corpus, we present two examples from the ASD and two from the DLD group for each story stem, and one example per control group. Additionally, we show the crowdsourced textual priming cues (for a complete version, see the supplementary data of this paper).

A.1 Corpus Examples: Fictional Narratives

A.1.1 Instructions for participants
The following shows the instructions given to the participants by King et al. (2014) to collect the story corpus:

I am going to start a story. I’d like you to continue and finish the story. You can use the picture to help you if you like.

First, we’re going to try a practice one:

The boy was swimming in the river. On a rock, he saw a strange creature, half man, half fish.

For the corpus collection, the participants were then presented with the story stems shown in the following.

A.1.2 The Forest story
The boy ran into the forest. He looked ahead of him and saw a little green man in a spaceship.

ASD
Example 1: the spaceship was quite small. / And the alien was about the size of a small cat. / And it was friendly. / but it didn’t really understand how humans said hello. / So it thought, to say ’hello’ you had to vaporise the person in front of you. / and then the boy ran away, shut his door and then decided not to drink anymore whisky or beer.

ASD Example 2: The green man had three eyes. / It had claws and fangs. / It looked at him and ran into the spaceship. / Out came three more green men carrying laser guns, dun dun dun.

DLD
Example 1: The boy. / he just died from a alien. / Okay maybe he banged his head. / and the alien talk XX. / maybe he was unconscious. / I think the alien was experimenting him. / He was out of space for years and years and years. / and he came back like this. / The end. / Just like that. / He turned to them. / he turned to aliens. / To a evil one. / He have a big big brain. / Having one of those things and pale really long, and some legs. / tall, sharp teeth like, and red eyes, as very scary as anything. / and then people saw that. / and they made it as a story. / that they say that in the forest you’ll see they named that animal named by the anaconda. / I mean the an part an part the an perd. / The an pert. / Yeah but they say that that is a story. / but it was real. / but I think aliens they were. / he was trying to call them. / but he couldn’t. / he did this for years. / He was standing in the forest for years and years and years and years. / but he’s never gaiingame, never been older, ever. / Yeah. / And if anybody goes there and see them, they can’t go back. / Yeah, if they go in they can’t go out. / So that’s the end. / The end.

DLD Example 2: Okay. He runs over to
the spaceship. / And the green man looks behind him and the person gets freaked out. / Trys to run away. / But then the green man captures him in his spaceship and flies off. / And then they do tests on him. / And with stuff. / And then they put him back into the forest. / And then he runs somewhere else. / And then, his mum sees him. / And quickly grabs him and brings him home. / Ya.

**Language-Matched Controls:**

He was shocked at first because he didn’t know what it is. / So he walked up. / and he got suck/ed in by a tractor beam. / and he found himself in a UFO. / he was surround/ed by weird looking creatures like aliens. / and they started speaking like this unknown language to him. / and he couldn’t understand a thing about them. / So he tried to escape. / he ran away. / but he couldn’t cos—because wherever he went he was surround/ed by aliens. / and they eventually capture/ed him and took him off to Mars. /

**Age-Matched Controls:**

The little green man waved at him and yelled at him to come and help him with his spaceship which had crashed into the forest after he had lost all his fuel. / The little boy went up to him and said that he didn’t know what much he could do because he’s obviously not very talented at fixing alien spacecraft. / so he ran out of the forest went to go get the nearest person he could see. / He then brought him back to the spaceship where the little green man was waiting. / and the man he’d brought back was absolutely amazed. / he went up to the little alien and started speaking with him. / And then after a while he persuaded it to come out of it’s spaceship. / and it went to meet the locals who were very very amazed. / and then all the people joined together. / and they pulled his spaceship out of the mud. / and he flew back in it to mars.

**A.1.3 The Mountain story**

*When the girl climbed up the mountain, she saw, hidden among the trees, a little wooden house covered in snow.*

**ASD**

**Example 1:** She went up to the mountain to see the house. / She went inside and had a cup of tea. / After that she can’t get out because the snow block/ed the door. / And the men came in and broke it. / but snow came again. / and then she was stuck. / That’s it.

**ASD Example 2:** the snow house was was a zombie. / and the zombie / he went up to the door. / and the zombie scared him. / and the zombie went to chase the girl. / and the girl ran away to to her grandma that was climbing up the mountain. / and she screamed and jumped off the mountain

**DLD**

**Example 1:** The house looked really beautiful to live in. / They were looking everywhere. / They saw no one in. / so they thought they could live in it . / That’s it. / (That’s) I said that’s it. / Nothing else. / I just want to hurry.

**DLD Example 2:** Yep. / And she thought I’m gonna go and check it out . / And went up to the house. / And walk inside. / Then she saw no lights. / It was really really dark. / The end. / And then she couldn’t find the light. / and she was getting really scared . / And, yeah, the end.

**Language-Matched Controls:**

She saw it was abandoned. / so she went down to see what it was like. / She peeked inside the window. / and inside there was a pixie . / and then the pixie saw the girl and said ’go away from my window’. / and then he threw a bowl of soup over her. / the little girl went home and said: ’daddy there was a pixie who threw some soup over me’. / and then the dad said ’don’t be silly’. / stop telling your little stories’.

**Age-Matched Controls:**

She walked towards the house. / the house lit up. / lights switched on. / She knocked on the door. / she was cold. / she asked if she could come in. / There was a strange lady come to the door, pimples and spots all over her, mouldy ugly hair and very very small. / she went in. / the lady was actually a witch in disguise. / She grabbed the girl and threw her
into the oven. / her friend had also came into the house five minutes later and seen her in the oven. / She had pushed the witch over, got her out and ran off. / they reported it all to the police. / The police came up the next day. / The house was not there.

A.2 Corpus Examples: Event Narratives

For each scenario, we present a general and a specific example from both the ASD and the DLD group, and selected examples (either general or specific) from the control groups.

A.2.1 Instructions for participants

The following shows the instructions given to the participants by King et al. (2013) to collect the event narrative corpus. Both the general and the specific condition were first practiced with one scenario:

I’m going to ask you to talk about things that people usually do. I’m also going to show you some pictures which you can use to help you if you like. First we’ll have a practice question: What usually happens when someone goes shopping?

The prompt for each scenario was a question referring to the scenario. For the general case, the prompt was either about “people” (like in the example) or about “(n) year olds”, with n being the age of the child.

The specific narratives were prompted with a question referring to a specific experience of the subject, again with a practice question:

I’m going to ask you to talk a bit about yourself and things that have happened to you. I’m also going to show you some pictures which you can use to help you if you like. First we’ll have a practice question: Can you tell me about a time when you went shopping?

All other prompts then were worded as “Can you tell me about one time when you...” followed by the respective scenario.

A.2.2 Spending free time

(The Story prompt for the specific question in this scenario did not ask for a specific event, but rather for an aggregated answer: “What do you usually do in your free time?”)

ASD

General Example: They paint any pictures they want, that they like. / (Like say) if you wanna try and make a very good artist (like say) a big picture (of er) with (er like) angels singing or something like that / So you try and make it beautiful

ASD Specific Example: I go biking / I go to football / Sometimes I go swimming in the seaside and (uh) in the pool / After that I watch TV and play on my gameboy / And sometimes I (paint) paint / Yeh

DLD

General Example: Play games / Watch TV / (Um, they) they go out / (They go foot) they do football

DLD Specific Example: In my free time. / I normally spend time with my friends playing games. / Sometimes I go to their house. / And that’s all. / Yeah.

Control – language-matched, general:

(Twelve year old um) Play computer games or play sports or do any other activities that they like doing / maybe drama class / I don’t know / Ballet, things like that.

A.2.3 Being scared

Figure 3: Picture for the free time scenario
ASD

**General Example:** They start to sweat / (So I) I know there’s the release of a chemical inside the body / And I know that / (um) I can’t really think of anything else.

**ASD Specific Example:** When I was watching this movie called ‘Alien’ when I was about five / (Not) not a very good movie to watch when you’re five / Maybe now but not then / It was really scary

DLD

**General Example:** They’re like, haahh oh my god / They are screaming / Running / That, all of that / Yeah, that’s also, next one please

**DLD Specific Example:** Scary life / Zombie / Hmm / Hmm /

**Control – language-matched, specific:**
(Uh) this morning, when I went into the bathroom, there was a big hornet on the ceiling / so I got my mum to kill it / (Uh) not really

A.2.4 Having a birthday

![Figure 5: Picture for the birthday scenario](image)

ASD

**General Example:** They blow out candles / Well, that’s all I did but I don’t know what other people would do on their birthday

**ASD Specific Example:** (My last one) on my last birthday I went up to York national railway museum / I saw trains / I saw trains (in) in the museum / Just for the birthday weekend really /

DLD

**General Example:** (Go to like), to go to a holiday / Legoland / I went to Legoland! Go to the funfair / go to see Lego / just build lego / every lego like you do, even here / You went, and even see the other water / Get all your presents / Yeah /

**DLD Specific Example:** Blowing candle.

A.2.5 Going on holiday

![Figure 6: Picture for the holiday scenario](image)

ASD

**General Example:** A different country, pack stuff, and take clothes.

**ASD Specific Example:** A different country, pack stuff, and take clothes / yeh yeh yeh / I love holidays / get a day of school / school / I like schools / I (like like to) liked last years / liked last years holiday / no / no / lets stop

DLD

**General Example:** Sometimes they get boat / Or they have their drink or something in the boat and have fun there / See dolphins if in that country / some countries have dolphins, some don’t

**DLD Specific Example:** On the boat / Sand, ocean / Beach / suitcase / bag / hat / swimming shorts and bikini

**Control – age-matched, specific**
(Uh) when I went on holiday I went to Portugal to my auntie because she was having her wedding anniversary / and we had a big party / and I went for four weeks / (Um) I went swimming in the sea / and (I got) I came out blue

A.2.6 Halloween

ASD

**General Example:** Carve pumpkins / Don’t know / (uh).

**ASD Specific Example:** Handed out candy to people who came knocking at my door / That’s it
**DLD**

**General Example:** They dress up / And they go trick or treating / And someone knocks on your door you got to give them sweets / dunno

**DLD Specific Example:** On Halloween I (put up) helped my mum put up pumpkin / And then I went trick or treating

**Control – language-matched, general:**

Usually, familys who aren’t going out will always buy (like) sweets / and usually to show that they’re taking part they have a pumpkin with a candle inside / And people dress and go to other peoples’ houses with bags to collect sweets

---

**A.2.7 Being Angry**

**ASD**

**General Example:** They either stop being friends with them or something / or they get into a fight / Start japing at each other

**ASD Specific Example:** I was angry / Beat up someone / And beat up someone else / Be nasty

**DLD**

**General Example:** Mmm, hating each other.

**DLD Specific Example:** Somebody annoying / Somebody annoying

**Control – age-matched, specific:**

(Um) once I got angry with my friend (um) because (um well) he was geting angry with me / so I got angry with him really / (Uh) I think it was because (um) he wasn’t being that nice to anyone that day so he got angry with me (so) for some reason / I can’t really remember

---

**B Supplementary Data**

We provide the priming stimuli we evaluated in this study (images and data collected on mechanical turk). The data is accessible under the following url:  

The supplementary material contains a table (`priming_amt_data.tsv`) as tab-separated values with the following columns:

- **Scenario id:** An integer (1-8)
- **type:** `event` (1-6) or `fictional` (7 & 8)
- **name:** A textual description of the scenario
- **script entities:** Entities collected via AMT as prototypically occurring in the given scenario, comma-separated (no spaces)
- **image entities:** Entities collected via AMT that describe the given image
- **image file:** name of the image file for the given scenario

The textual priming cues collected for the two experiments are additionally shown in table 7.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario name</th>
<th>Script-based Cues</th>
<th>Image-based Cues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spending free time</td>
<td>play, video game, friend, football, television, swim, run, park, dance, bike</td>
<td>swim, water, paint, brush, tree, player, game, football, cycle, ball, tv, soccer, play, paint, men, glass, entertainment, computer, bike, art, cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being scared</td>
<td>cry, hide, gun, threat, scary, quietness, movie, mother, heavy breath, child, bully, burglar</td>
<td>surprise, man, fear, face, sweater, surprised, shirt, serious, painting, orange, hair, framework, feeling, color, open, blonde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>having a birthday</td>
<td>cake, balloons, party ball, music, gift, candle, dance, friend, present, game, family</td>
<td>cake, birthday, plate, candle, celebration, cream, chart, flame, flavour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>going on holiday</td>
<td>family, friend, food, drink, beach, suitcase, music, hotel</td>
<td>boat, woman, tree, ship, man, sea, water, vacation, suitcase, sand, beach, trip, sky, luggage, bag, walk, palm, cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>halloween</td>
<td>candy, costume, treat, pumpkin, skeleton, party, trick</td>
<td>pumpkin, witch, moon, hat, halloween, scary, night, jack-o-lantern, horror, fear, plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being angry</td>
<td>fight, frowning, crying, yelling, upset, tension, shouting</td>
<td>arguing, boy, smile, pointing, playing, girl, fight, child, anger, argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forest story</td>
<td>snow, tree, rocks, people, house, fear, dog</td>
<td>forest, alien, ufo, tree, extra terrestrial, spaceship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mountain story</td>
<td>tree, animals, alien, abduction</td>
<td>snow, wood, tree, cabin, forest, windows, quiet, mountain, hut, house, home, cold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Priming cues for the different story scenarios crowdsourced via mechanical turk and filtered (cf. Sec. 3)